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Painstakingly researched, powerfully written, Victor Lasky's searing account digs deep into the
Kennedy mystique to reveal: Kennedy's on-again-off-again family members with Senator Joe
McCarthy; Startling proof by no means prior to stated on JFK's dealing with of the Cuban Missile
Crisis; The eyeball-to-eyeball war of words with LBJ that left JFK quivering; The brass-knuckle
strategies of Bobby Kennedy; JFK's ties with the Hollywood Rat Pack; The sour feud among the
Kennedys & Eleanor Roosevelt; stunning proof aiding the cost of a Kennedy cover-up sooner
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the writer of JFK the fellow & the parable additionally wrote a publication known as "It did not
begin with Watergate." studying Victor Lasky's biography of JFK made me become aware of
political hack jobs of personality assassination didn't start with Rush.There is not any J.F.K.:
The Man and the Myth doubt that Lasky makes use of plenty of famous assets during this book,
and he indexes each of them. the difficulty is, he makes use of as assets columnists, who're
voicing opinions, and plenty of occasions voicing natural conjecture. yet Lasky makes use of
those as "proof" of his opinion of JFK.Now i would like to interject here, i don't imagine JFK used
to be a few type of god. i'm really not of that cult who believes that he used to be perfect, and
the easiest president now we have ever had. So i'm really not beating a simply ideological drum
here. yet I do get disenchanted while a person passes off opinion as fact, hoping on secondary
sources, rather than primary, and makes use of guesses because the foundation for judgement.
it really is sloppy and soiled and manipulation at its worst. (And i think that method
approximately too many political pundits this present day too).Let me provide an example.
Lasky begins out with JFK's inauguration events ahead of backtracking into his background. He
talks approximately how such a lot of humans have been disappointed by way of the glamour of
the parties. And he charges a number of society columnists, who say with chagrin that it was
once negative with all these Kennedy girls parading round with all these significant smiles and
teeth. This was once my first mammoth clue that it was once a hack job. I mean, c'mon, how
does a columnist who does J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth not just like the Kennedy girls aid
help your thesis? It bears no proof, other than this feminine columnist is simply suggest or
jealous or a prig.Lasky additionally J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth bemoans a lot of JFK's
elections, from his residence seat, to his Senate seat J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth and to the
presidency. He again and again says that JFK taken care of elections like recognition contests.
Excuse, what does he imagine elections are? the person who will get extra votes wins, do not
they? now not who's the smartest, who has the main money, who's the simplest looking, who's
the simplest thinker...it is who has the proper blend of ALL these issues to garner the main
votes. Mr. Lasky, an election is a attractiveness contest, there is not any doubt.He additionally
cries foul that during his opinion, he doesn't imagine JFK was once an excellent thinker. And he
states time and again that simply because he's not, he don't J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth have
been elected to better office. His opinion is that each one prior presidents or even senators,

have been thinkers who merely had the larger reliable on their minds, by no means political
aspirations. this is often so blatantly crap, it ignores historical past (Adams and
Jefferson...Hamilton, Burr, Lincoln and Douglas, Grant...I may perhaps move on and on), and
issues out that Lasky is a bad historian.Another misstatement of heritage that Lasky makes a
couple of times in his book: He talks a few speech FDR gave, and notes with derision that it
used to be an analogous speech that Roosevelt promised to maintain us out of overseas wars,
(intimating that FDR broke that promise too). Really? The assault on Pearl Harbor that
introduced us into WW II was once a international war? possibly Lasky thinks Hawaii used to be
a part of the Orient, or that the fleet destroyed at Pearl Harbor was once Mexico's Pacific Fleet.
Again, what crap. Utter crap.Lasky spends loads of time on JFK's father and early career, all of
which lead as much as his quivering assault at the 1960 presidential election, which he says
used to be bought, used to be crooked, and used to be performed via plying out political favors.
True, Kennedy had a TON of money, without doubt approximately that at all. If Nixon had that
sort of cash, he could have used it too, and there may be doubtless approximately that either.
yet we all know cash cannot on its own make an election (look lately at Mitt Romney). Kennedy
forces knew how one can use that resource...they outworked and out ready Nixon.As an
example, i'll visit the debates (which Lasky thinks have been BS anyway). The JFK humans
demonstrated him on camera, below harsh lights. They knew what makeup to take advantage
of for him, and practised what angles seemed best, what expressions have been best...in
different words, they PREPARED! by means of Lasky's personal admission, Nixon humans
didn't do that, they used the incorrect makeup on him and weren't ready for a way he could
glance on TV. that's not near to money, it really is approximately coaching and understanding
what to do together with your resources.Furthermore, either Nixon and Lasky are elitists, with
Nixon asserting after the debates that "unsophisticated" television audience couldn't see during
the hype, and Lasky calling television the fool box. Neither knew the ability of the
medium...Kennedy had that figured out, and was once ready to exploit it to arrive people who
Nixon known as unsophisticated.There are such a lot of different issues i'll make approximately
this slanted, political hack activity that referred to as itself a non-fictional, good documented,
authoritative biography. yet i feel i've got long past on enough. JFK the fellow & the parable was
once a hack activity whilst it got here out ahead of JFK's assassination, and it nonetheless is.
the writer is a negative historian, and does a both poor J.F.K.: The Man and the Myth activity of
utilizing secondary assets and critiques as fact, the reasserting them time and again, as true.
the single factor I loved analyzing this was once looking forward to an opportunity to web
publication approximately it, and rip into it.
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